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A Thousand Reasons to Communicate 
This project has been created to promote and support the development of the key 
competences. We will mainly concentrate on building up the Linguistic Competence, Digital 
Competence, Social and Civic Competence, and Cultural Awareness and Expression 
Competence.  However, we also know that other competences, such as Learning to Learn, will 
play an important role when planning and doing the different activities.    

We will study different components particular to each one of our countries, establishing 
comparisons that will help everyone understanding each other in a better way.  We will 
cooperate through different common activities that will be the key to develop our students' 
oral and written skills.  All this will enrich students with different contexts and will promote 
their learning.  

Students need to develop their key competences in real contexts and this Erasmus+ project it 
will enable students to get in touch with same age pupils who live far away from them.  
Moreover, this joint project will give some of our students the opportunity to visit other schools 
and live a real exchange between students of different countries.    

This project will use the Information and Communication technologies (ICT) as main tool, to 
promote the Linguistic Competence in  the mother tongue of each partner and the foreign 
language/s both orally and written.  The E-twinning platform will be used to connect teachers 
and students and to share and present the work done to all the educative community. 



 

 

  

 

 

Objectives 
The objectives that our project pursues are all connected to the development of the different 
key competences, “Key competences for lifelong learning”, established by the European Union 
(Recommendation 2006/962/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 
2006 on key competences for lifelong learning [Official Journal L 394 of 30.12.2006]. ) 

 We have related the different objectives to the key competences to be achieved.  They are the 
following: 

LINGUISTIC KEY COMPETENCE (in mother tongue and foreign languages): 

Objective 1: To improve the linguistic competence in mother tongue/s. 

Objective 2: To develop linguistic skills in foreign language in written and oral form (Reading, 
Listening, Speaking and Writing). 

Objective 3:  To communicate orally and in written form for different purposes, using 
different text types. 

Objective 4:  To design didactic units as a long lasting resource for other teachers.   

DIGITAL COMPETENCE 

Objective 5: To use the Information and Communication Technologies as a learning tool 
during the project. 

Objetive 6:  To communicate using the new technologies (For example, E-twinning, chats, e-
mails...) 

SOCIAL AND CIVIC COMPETENCES 

Objective 7: To enhance the European dimension of Education by promoting the joint 
cooperation among schools in Europe. 

Objective 8: To cooperate with other European schools exchanging experiences and good 
practices and sharing educative methodologies and techniques.   

CULTURAL AWARENESS AND EXPRESSION COMPETENCE 

Objective 9: To encourage an open and respectful attitude towards cultural diversity and 
learn cultural aspects from other countries such as traditions or Arts expressions. 



 

 

  

 

 

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 

WHO ARE WE?  
These are the schools that have been working together in this Erasmus+ project: 

• The SZKOŁA PODSTAWOWA im. MIKOŁAJA REJA w REJOWCU FABRYCZNYM is a 

double for entry school in the East side of Poland.  It is the only Primary and Secondary 

school of the town Rejowiec Fabryczny.  Students have a special program to develop 

Arts and Music.  They have a lot of experience in collaborating with European schools as 

it has participated in many European projects within Comenius.  

• Nopankylä Koulu is one of the oldest schools in Ilmajoki. It is a typical village school in 

Finland. This year they have got 24 students from pre-school to grade 6, two teachers, a 

special needs assistant and a cook. They carry out many programs in the school, 

especially a national one that promotes following a healthy style and implies moving 

your body in order to fight against having a sedentary lifestyle.  

• Barnburgh Primary School, from the United Kingdom, is a one form entry community 

Primary Co-educational school currently catering for approximately 220 pupils between 

4-11 years. This includes part-time provision for 3-4 year olds in a 26 place Nursery as 

well as a playgroup, breakfast and after school club. The school is situated in a 

picturesque village on the outskirts of Doncaster and takes pupils from the immediate 

area as well as the two ex-mining towns of Goldthorpe and Mexborough.  

• The 2nd Primary School Agion Anargyron in the outskirts of Athens, Greece.  It is a 

Primary school with around 400 students from year 1 to year 6.  Students come from 

their neighborhood.  Their condition of capital city and being in a very touristic one 

makes the school desire to participate in this kind of projects in order to develop their 

students linguist competence in foreign languages as they have many visitors from 

abroad.   

• The Scoala Gimnaziala "Ioan Slavici" in Oradea, ROMANIA, is in the border with 

Hungary.  That fact makes the school accommodate their learning to the reality of their 



 

 

  

 

 

community. That is why students of Hungarian origin can be taught in that language at 

the same time that they learn Romanian and English.  

• The infants and primary school CEIP San José de Calasanz is a school in Fraga (Huesca). 

Its history and culture have been always marked by its condition of frontier and link 

between Aragon and Catalonia.  It is defined as a trilingual school because Spanish, 

English and Catalan are the languages both to communicate ant to teach content.   Since 

2005-06 the school has been part of the British Council-Ministry of Education bilingual 

project.  The Spanish-English bilingualism is seen as a turning point in the school’s 

history. You can find more information in: http://cpjcfrag.educa.aragon.es 

 

HOW DID WE MEET? 

The coordinator school, the Spanish school CEIP San José de Calasanz from Fraga (Huesca), 

was the one to gather together this group of excellent teachers from six different European 

countries: Poland, The UK, Romania, Greece, Finland and Spain.  That was not an easy task as 

there are many schools willing to accept the challenge to form an Erasmus+ partnership.   

Barnburgh Primary School, from Barnburgh, and the Spanish schools have been partner 

schools in another project due to the participation in the bilingual project carried out in 

Spain.  The bilingual program is a joint collaboration between the Spanish Ministry of 

Education and the British Council.   

The Scoala Gimnaziala "IOAN SLAVICI" from Oradea, Romania, had worked with the Spanish 

school in a previous Comenius, however, they did not have the chance to visit each other’s 

school.  Both have something in common, the use of three curricular languages in their 

schools.  The Spanish school uses Spanish, English and Catalan, as it is near the border with 

the region of Catalonia.  And the Romanian school uses Romanian, English and Hungarian, as 

it is in the border with Hungary.   

The CEIP San José de Calasanz (Spain) met the 2nd Primary School Agion Anargyron (Greece) 

through the educative platform Etwinning. Greece is a Mediterranean country that shares  

http://cpjcfrag.educa.aragon.es/


 

 

  

 

 

many particularities with Spanish culture, that is why we decided to start a mutual project 

together. The Greek school is in Athens, the biggest participating city in our project.  That 

was going to be a good element of comparison between smaller school from rural areas and 

an urban city.   

Etwinning brought also the partnership with the Zespol Szkol Samorzadowych Szkola 

Podstawowa im. Mikolaja Reja, from Poland, a country rich in history.  Their condition of 

having been involved in so many international affairs during the last centuries made us 

wanting to know more about them to see how all that history had shaped the country and 

their people.  Both the Polish and Spanish schools are in small towns.  So that was going to 

help us understand each other easily when talking about local culture and traditions. 

Finally, we got in touch with the Finnish school Nopankylan koulu, in Ilmajoki through a 

friend who had a Finnish friend whose friend was interested in participating in a European 

project.  It was a unique opportunity to learn more from their educative system as it is 

considered one of the bests in Europe as Finnish students perform very well in international 

exams such as PISA.  So, we were all eager to learn more from them. 

 



http://cpjcfrag.educa.aragon.es
http://barnburghprimary.co.uk/
http://ioanslavici188.bl.ee/
http://www.sprejfabr.rejowiec.pl/
http://2dim-ag-anarg.att.sch.gr/


 

 

  

 

 

ERASMUS+ MEETINGS 

FIRST YEAR 

NOVEMBER 2014:  MEETING AND TRAINING IN ROMANIA.  

This was our kickoff meeting.  On the 5-days training, teachers developed their 
knowledge on the use of ICT tools and E-twinning.  This was essential for the 
development of the project.    We had a training session on how to design the didactic 
units we were going to write when developing the project's activities.  We trained 
ourselves on assessment tools that were going to help us to see how our students' 
competences were improving during the 2-years-project. 

FEBRUARY 2015: FIRST TRANSNATIONAL MEETING IN GREECE. 

We talked about the difficulties we had encountered when working with the new 
technologies in our classrooms after the training received in November.  We shared best 
practices that worked well when developing our students’ linguistic competence using the 
different text types in the classroom. We got ready for our next meeting that was going to 
be at the same time as the first mobility with students. We designed the draft agenda of 
activities our children were going to do while visiting Finland the following May.  This 
meeting was very important as we started talking about how to design the process for our 
intellectual outcome.  We revised how we created the first units.  We talked about how 
we could improve our didactic units, too. 

MAY 2015: SECOND TRANSNATIONAL MEETING AND SHORT-TERM EXCHANGE 
OF STUDENTS IN FINLAND. 

Coordinators gathered all products done during the first year (lesson plans designed by 
teachers used during the school year, the results done by students...).  We reviewed all 
the text types done during the first year and, taking into account the assessment criteria 
set, we reviewed the planning for the second year.  We created some evaluation 
questionnaires for our families, students and teachers in order to learn about their 
personal views while doing the activities during the first year. 

This meeting was at the same time our students were in a short-term exchange of 
students.  We thought it was better that both meetings were at the same time.  We have 



 

 

  

 

 

agreed on having 2 teachers participating full time on the transnational meeting and 1 
teacher accompanying the students.  Students had the opportunity to exchange 
information about their schools, to talk about how enriching were the Erasmus+ activities 
done in the first year and they had time to learn how Finnish children learn in their 
schools. 

SECOND YEAR 

NOVEMBER 2015:  MEETING AND TRAINING IN THE UK.  

We had some training sessions to learn about new methodologies used in the United 
Kingdom.  Teachers learned about how English teachers help their students developing 
their students’ linguistic competences in their mother tongue.  The methodology we 
learned about was “Talk for Writing”. It was very interesting as it is an easy methodology 
we could use in our own classes and it was not difficult to do it when trying to develop 
our students’ linguistic competence in foreign language.  We had the opportunity to see 
the methodology in practice as we observed the teachers using it.  

We spent some time reviewing the format used to do the didactic unit.  We changed 
some things in the units to improve the assessment part.   

MARCH 2015: THIRD TRANSNATIONAL MEETING.  POLAND.   

We analyzed how the project was going on.  We established a working calendar until the 
end of the project to see how we were going to give shape to our intellectual outcome.  
We also developed the last meeting agenda and activities for students as it was going to 
be the meeting with the most students.   We established how to edit our intellectual 
outcome as we were going to publish it digitally and present it in May 2015.   

The Spanish team took some students to the meeting as they were participating in a 
short-term pupils’ exchange. They had the opportunity to live together with Polish 
students and participate in different activities with them. 

MAY 2015: SECOND TRANSNATIONAL MEETING AND SHORT-TERM EXCHANGE 
OF STUDENTS IN SPAIN:  

This last meeting was held in the coordinating country.  The final product (intellectual 
outcome) was presented in a dissemination conference in the capital city (Huesca), at 
regional level (in our teachers' resources center in the capital city of our Autonomous 



 

 

  

 

 

community).  This was our multiplier event.  We had the opportunity to show other 
teachers from our region what we did during the two years of our Erasmus+ project. 

This meeting was essential in order to do the final evaluation of the project.  We also 
planned future collaboration outside the context of this project.  

At the same time we had a students’ short-term exchange.  Students had the opportunity 
to share information about their schools, to talk about how enriching were the Erasmus+ 
activities done in during the two years and they had time to learn how Spanish children 
learn in their schools.  Students also showed each other the work done when they worked 
with the persuasive text. All of them had worked with the same title “Come to my 
Town!”, so they had the opportunity to see how the same topic can be presented in 
different ways.   
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OUR INTELLECTUAL OUTCOME 

WHAT IS AN INTELLECTUAL OUTCOME? AND, WHAT IS A MULTIPLIER EVENT? 

According to the Erasmus+ glossary: 

An intellectual outcome is an activity that results in tangible and meaningful outcomes such 
as publications and course materials.   

A multiplier event is organised to share the intellectual outputs of a project with a wider 
audience. 

OUR INTELLECTUAL OUTCOME 

Everything started with an idea in mind; how to help our students improve their 
communicative skills in both mother tongues and in foreign languages.  There was a need to 
create contexts for them to listen, read, write and speak.  But, do children use language only 
in stories? Surely not!  However, sometimes we forget that teaching infants and primary 
students does not imply “living in fairy tale”.   We worked in depth through tales and stories 
in our last Comenius.  But we wanted to go further this time.  That is why we wanted to 
expose them to other situations in order to help them communicate in a wide variety of 
contexts.  We wanted to provide our students with enough tools to help them grown as 
members of our society.   

We also agreed on the need to improve the quality of our teaching. That is why we wanted 
to explore new methodologies and become more conscious of the educative improvements 
this project would bring us.  Besides, we wanted to help our students in the use of the ICT as 
we, teachers, sometimes forget that students are the ones who should be active participants 
in developing their digital skills.   

All together gave us the idea that our students are all surrounded by tons of linguistic 
contexts, written or digital, and we wanted to guide them through the process of stepping 
into the real world.  We came up with the idea that there are “A thousand Reasons to 
Communicate”, so we could worked with different text types as each one of them responds 
to a communicative situation and intention. 

Moreover, we wanted something that went deeper and stayed for a long time in our 
schools.  That is why we thought that we could create a long lasting product that would 
remain in our schools and that we could show to others.  That was the beginning of the idea; 
to creat a resource for teachers that would include the didactic units we developed in the 
two years of the association.  



 

 

  

 

 

So here, we are presenting our intellectual outcome, a compilation of didactic units 
developed by a group of enthusiastic and hardworking teachers from six European schools.  
This intellectual outcome is divided into the different text types used in our two years 
project.  All the schools worked and pace the activities to follow and fulfill the agreements 
established at the beginning.  We all used Etwinning to publish what our students had 
created. So the intellectual outcome is a compilation of units written by teachers full of 
examples done by our students. 

We had the chance to present our intellectual outcome to other teachers and educative 
authorities in the “Multiplier Event” we organized during our last meeting in Fraga (Spain).  
We presented this educative resource in Huesca on the 10th of May 2016, in the Teachers 
Center (CIFE Huesca).  All participants in this meeting received information about the worked 
we had done during the two years and received a digital published copy of our intellectual 
outcome.  Apart from this, each one of our schools agreed on explaining and transmitting all 
the information to our educative agencies, colleagues and our reference teachers’ centers. 

Our only wish after these two years working together is the hope that tis intellectual 
outcome can be a useful resource to everyone.   
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